Notice:Intent 2 File Suit 4 Aiding Fed Contractors Veritox 2 Fleece U.S.
Public
Date: 10/16/2013 8:50:27 A.M. Pacific Daylight Time
SNK1955@aol.com
From:
To: Kscheuer@aol.com, bkelman@veritox.com, bhardin@veritox.com,
crobbins@veritox.com, lswenson@veritox.com, rscheibe@gt-engineering.com,
rclark@gt-engineering.com, asaxon@mednet.ucla.edu, sherry.thompson@sdcda.org,
james.koerber@sdcda.org, deborah.duncan@sdsheriff.org,
sangmitchell@roadrunner.com, mary.macdonald@ucop.edu
CC:maggie_linar@HELP.Senate.gov, Eric_Haren@Judiciary-dem.senate.gov,
grant_cope@epw.senate.gov, michaelhodgson@starpower.net,
birnbaumls@niehs.nih.gov, CIAQ@epa.gov, SNK1955@aol.com
Subject:

This NOTICE is being sent via email to the following persons.
Keith Scheuer, Esq. Counsel for Bruce J. Kelman & Veritox, Inc.
The six owners of Veritox, Inc.
Bruce J. Kelman
Bryan Hardin
Coreen Robbins
Lonie Swenson
Robert Scheibe
Robert Clark
Andrew Saxon, MD/UCLA,- Bruce Kelman's and Bryan Hardin's stated co-author of "A
Scientific View of the Health Effects of Mold" Manhattan Institute Center for Legal
Policy (CLP) & US Chamber Institute for Legal Reform (ILR) (2003)
Mary MacDonald, Esq. Regents of the University of California, Name Usage
Sherry Thompson, Esq. San Diego Deputy District Attorney
James Koerber, Esq. San Diego Deputy District Attorney
Deborah Duncan, Records Administrator, San Diego Sheriff Dept
Tracey Sang, Public Defender for San Diego County
Erik Harin, Esq. Legislative Assistant for U.S. Senator Dianne Feinstein
Grant Cope, Esq. Legislative Assistant for U.S. Senator Barbara Boxer
Margaret Linak, Ph.D., U.S. Senate HELP, Health Policy Fellow
Dr. Michael Hodgson, Medical Director U.S. Occupational Safety & Health
Administration (OSHA)

Dr. Linda Birnbaum, Director U.S. National Institute of Environmental Health Science
(NIOSH)
Phillip Jalbert, Director Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Committee on Indoor
Air Quality (CIAQ)
Subj: Notice Intent To File Federal Suit For Aiding and Abetting Federal Contractors,
Veritox, Inc., to Fleece the U.S. Public
There are Ninety-Nine Persons named in the NOTICE as receiving a copy. All ninetynine notices will be sent no later than October 20, 2013. You are those among the ninetynine who are receiving your copy by email. Just because one is receiving a copy, does
not mean they are going to be named as aiding and abetting Federal contractors, the six
owners of Veritox, Inc., to fleece the United States public over illnesses caused by Toxic
Mold. Although many of you may be, should California Administrative Offices of the
Courts Director, Judge Stephen Jahr, and California Judicial Council Chairwoman Chief
Justice Cantil-Sayauke, continue to obfuscate from addressing subordinates' falsifications
of material court documents, and concealment of the falsified documents in Strategic
Litigation Against Public Participation (SLAPP). Their obfuscating is causing the false
concept to remain in U.S. public health policies and in U.S. courts that it is scientifically
proven by Veritox, Inc. and Andrew Saxon, MD/UCLA, that mold toxins are not killing
or even harming U.S. citizens. Your copy is slightly different than what was mailed on
October 12, 2013, to 455 Golden Gate Ave. San Francisco, CA. Since some of your
email addresses are unable to accept attachments, you may read this NOTICE in pdf form
at the blog site of:
Just
Answer
The
Damn
Question!
which
is
live
now.
http://justanswerthedamnquestion.wordpress.com/2013/10/13/ode-to-toxic-moldsufferes-by-sharon-noonan-kramer/
Mrs. Sharon Noonan Kramer
2031 Arborwood Place, Escondido, CA 92029
760-746-8026 SNK1955@aol.com
RE: Kelman & Veritox v. Kramer. San Diego, California
NOTICE OF INTENT TO FILE FEDERAL LAWSUIT
The Judicial Council (JC) Chairperson & Administrative Offices of the Courts
(AOC)Director
are liable for AOC employee falsified documents concealed by JC members.
Tani Cantil-Sayauke
Chair, California
Judicial Council (JC)
Steven Jahr
Director, Administrative
Offices of the
Courts (AOC)

Mary Roberts
Chief Counsel
Legal Services
JC & AOC
Ira Kaufman,
Chair AOC/JC
Litigation
Management Comm.
RE: Kelman & Veritox v. Kramer and JC/AOC Legal Services letter 7/11/13. Kindly
cease further obfuscation from addressing AOC employee felony document falsifications
aiding federal contractors to defraud the U.S. public.
Hon. Chairperson Cantil-Sayauke, Director Jahr, Justice Kaufman & Counselor Roberts,
You hold the key to stop those responsible for causation of much U.S.
environmental disabilities, from being able to shift their liability costs onto Social
Security Disability Insurance (SSDI). To turn that key, you must admit that AOC
employees falsified documents in SLAPP; and that AOC supervisors, JC members, court
officers and plaintiffs concealed the falsifications as they continued to use the legally
invalid documents to harass me.
As such, I was stunned when I received a form letter from JC/AOC Legal Services
dated 7/11/13.1[1] It was in response to direct evidence that I sent on 6/27132[2] to the
JC Chair and AOC Director. A San Diego AOC employee mailed a document to me from
a non-existent “The Court” on 6/12/13 3[3] This, while abusing the court to aid a judge to
obfuscate from answering questions about misuse of prior AOC falsified documents,
coram non judice.4[4] A form reply to direct evidence of yet another AOC employee
Penal Code 134 violation is not an acceptable response.
Deflecting your responsibilities to address AOC employee document falsifications
onto complicit San Diego Superior Court supervisors, must surely be an oversight. And
as you know, contrary to your directive to me, the Commission on Judicial Performance
1[9]

9/05/13 To U.S. Senators & President Obama “U.S. Environmentally Disabled
Endorse Strategic Strike [at 455 Golden Gate Ave] To Stop Government
Backed Poisonings” http://wp.me/plYPz-3CM
2[2] 6/27/13 My letter to JC/AOC/CJP re: AOC employee fraudulent mailing
http://freepdfhosting.com/f201f57da3.pdf
3[3] 6/12/13 AOC employee fraudulent mailing from nonexistent “The Court”
http://freepdfhosting.com/62339ad6d0.pdf
4[4] 5/29/13 My letter to 18 CA judiciaries, CJP and JC/AOC heads requesting proof that
falsified AOC documents in SLAPP suits have not been concealed to defraud the public
http://freepdfhosting.com/592844a365.pdf

(CJP) does not discipline AOC employees and complicit AOC supervisors for AOC
document falsifications. This key aspect of the sordid matter is the responsibility of
AOC’s Director.
If I have misstated fact that AOC employees have falsified material court
documents, then why do you not just provide the direct evidence that they are valid? -orIn lieu of being able to prove me wrong; mitigate the damage for concealment of
evidence and obstruction of justice while abetting scientific fraud to continue in U.S.
policies to mislead U.S. courts? I.e. Federal contractor Veritox’s, scientifically void
“proof” for the US Chamber that mold toxins cannot not kill or even harm people.5[5]
6[6] Their “Scientific View” paid for by a think-tank, was the subject policy paper of my
2005 writing.7[7] Court officers framed me for libel to hide I exposed a massive U.S.
defrauding.8[8]
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Kindly correct the record to reflect truth and mitigate the ongoing damage. As the
JC Chair and AOC Director, it is you who are ultimately responsible for AOC employee
falsification of material court documents and concealment of them by JC members and
AOC supervisors. The fact is, Chairperson Cantil-Sayauke, Director Jahr, Chief Counsel
Roberts, and Justice Kaufmann; upon your personal acknowledgements of the AOC
falsified documents in two SLAPP suits; the false concept that it has been scientifically
proven by Veritox’s Mr. Bryan Hardin and Mr. Bruce Kelman that microbial toxins could
never reach a level indoors to harm anyone, will cease to exist in public health policies,
courts, medical schools, medical practices, and in workers’ comp, property/casualty
insurer cost shifting schemes. U.S. physicians and policy setters will no longer be mislead
to parrot the false proof of lack of causation. The key to stopping Veritox’s scientific
fraud lays with your acknowledgment that AOC employee falsified documents have been
concealed by AOC supervisors, court officers - including Veritox’s attorney, and JC
members, in SLAPP over my writing exposing how the scientific fraud became policy to
mislead U.S. courts – rather than the environmentally injureds’ counsels needing to know
how to discredit the fraud, one mold case at a time, when used by defense witnesses as
false proof of lack of causation of illness and death.
5[5] 7/17/03 US Chamber’s “A Scientific View of the Health Effects of Mold” by
Veritox’s Bruce Kelman & Bryan Hardin w/ forged UCLA physician authorship. Paid for
by a think-tank http://freepdfhosting.com/a8baea5e37.pdf
6[6] 10/27/02 ROOT OF PROBLEM Veritox’s bougs extrapolations misused in U.S.
policies & courts as false proof of lack of causation of microbial poisonings, used to deny
causation liability http://freepdfhosting.com/74478c4cad.pdf
7[7] 3/09/05 “Jury Finds Toxic Mold Harmed Oregon Family”, my writing which names
names and for which California court/AOC employees assisted federal contractors,
Veritox, to frame me for libel for the five words, “altered his under oath statements”
to cast undue doubt on all my words http://freepdfhosting.com/3866e8e4ab.pdf
8[8] 4//13 Except from denied Writ, Direct evidence of judiciaries framing for libel
http://freepdfhosting.com/ffbed1c779.pdf

Continued litigation usage and concealment of known AOC employee falsified
documents are felonies. Penal Code 134 states, “Every person guilty of preparing any
false or ante-dated book, paper, record, instrument in writing, or other matter or thing,
with intent to produce it, or allow it to be produced for any fraudulent or deceitful
purpose, as genuine or true, upon any trial, proceeding, or inquiry whatever, authorized
by law, is guilty of felony.” Direct evidence cannot be erased by stalling and
obfuscations. I cannot be silent or silenced of the felonies. I cannot unknow what I know,
and neither can you. Far too many lives remain at stake for one to be willfully blind.
Therefore to curtail any further obfuscation, for economy of mailing, and for
brevity of establishing that it has been known for quite some time by the JC and AOC
heads of material AOC employee document falsifications in SLAPP being used to aid
federal contractors, including but not limited to Veritox, to fleece the public; this notice
may be read by you and others at ContemptOfCourtFor.ME http://wp.me/p20mAH-qJ
Blog Title:
ODE TO TOXIC MOLD SUFFERERS
by Sharon Noonan Kramer
To those harmed by the US Chamber Institute for Legal Reform’s (ILR) & the Manhattan
Institute Center for Legal Policy’s (CLP) “A Scientific View of the Health Effects of
Mold”; and by CA Judicial Council (JC) members’ concealment of court employee
(AOC) falsified documents in Strategic Litigation Against Public Participation (SLAPP);
and by the Silence of All Those Who Know
If you’re poisoned by microbe toxins and no one will listen think of the largest lobbyist
and coins which glisten. Know why elected officials will not give them a di$$in’, as
the fleeced public continues to feel it.
A retired Assistant Surgeon General took a think-tank’s bribe. His written words and true
science do not jibe. They’re spewed in U.S. courts as false denial diatribe, and U.S.
Senate HELPed to conceal it.
A Citizen exposed how policy fraud came to be. She named those involved as she blogged
of the fee. Cal courts framed her for libel so no one would see, and repeatedly refused to
repeal it.
They jailed her and hurt her and falsified docs. She was terrorized for example so no one
else balks. Excuses abound of why no one talks, CAUSING environmental injuries til a
Loud Voice squeals it.
JC/AOC Heads seem political to the core. They shield court employee crimes hiding
frauds of more. They may need to be shown the jailhouse door! and the Citizen knows
how to reveal it:

USDOJ’s witness, Veritox, took Manhattan Institute’s bribe. They forged UCLA doctor
authorship as the US Chamber lied. Feds, Politicians, Regents, Cal Court leaders came
along for the ride, and mass silence as defense can’t conceal it.
Veritox’s extrapolations alone are not scientific proof. Expert witnessing that they are,
causes cost-shifting by spoof. Falsifying court docs in Cal SLAPP puts culpability
through the roof!! The admission of AOC’s frauds will seal it.
Uncontradicted evidence are considered as truths. Feigning they’re not are lies, court
fraud and abuse. JC/AOC Heads’ refuting evidence would prove its not ruse. Since there
is none, Mea Culpa to the defrauded must heal it!!!
JC Chair Cantil-Sayauke & AOC Director Jahr, If Sharon Noonan Kramer is lying about
the AOC employee material document falsifications; then why don’t you just provide the
direct evidence they a valid, and prove her wrong?
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Contrary to your form letter of July 11, 2013, in order to stop mass, multifaceted
fraud, it is not necessary for me to provide anymore evidence of it. The four of you have
the direct evidence of subordinate AOC employees’ falsified documents in SLAPP and of
your subordinate AOC supervisors along with JC members, presiding judges and justices,
and other court officers willfully covering up that they are fraudulent and void, while
continuing to use them to harass me without subject matter jurisdiction, for now many
years. You all have law degrees, are JC/AOC legal counsel, are heads of the JC/AOC,
and heads of the entire California judicial branch.
It is your jobs to ask your subordinate AOC employees and JC members to
provide (the impossible) refuting evidence to my direct evidence of falsified court
documents – not mine. It is high time that you either hold your subordinates and JC
members accountable for falsified documents in SLAPP; while aiding federal contractors,
including but not limited to Veritox; and workers’ comp and property casualty insurers,
to skirt liability for causation of environmentally disabling people by the proliferation of
Veritox’s scientific fraud -- or -- be held accountable for the poisonings continuing by
unpunished felony document falsifications in your courts in SLAPP.9[9]
Therefore, this is a notice to the four of you. Either: A.) Have JC/AOC Legal
Services provide the direct evidence to me that the following five material court
documents have not been falsified by AOC employees and/or officers of the court; and
concealed as such by those who were/are Judicial Council members at the times of their
hands on involvement in the debacle -- including the former Chairman of the JC
Executive Committee, Justice Richard Huffman along with the former Chairwoman of
the CJP, Justice Judith McConnell; or B.) Issue a mea culpa to me and to the defrauded
public by punishing your AOC employees, JC members and other court officers for

collusive felonies aiding the SLAPP plaintiffs’ continuance of never vetted, scientific
fraud in policy and courts.
If A. or B. does not occur, I be will forced to name you personally in a federal
lawsuit for obstruction of justice, concealment of evidence and failure to stop judicial
branch employees’ defrauding the public with US DOJ expert witnesses, Veritox, and
their counsel in SLAPP. This is assuming that the CJP will remain complicit and not
publicly admonish any of the judiciaries involved in order to stop the defrauding even
with Justice Judith McConnell no longer chairing or even on the CJP; and assuming that
San Diego District Attorney Dumanis, CA Attorney General Harris and U.S. Attorney
General Holder all remain glaringly mum of the felonies in the CA courts causing the
fleecing of the U.S. public. This is not a minor matter.
Not only are Veritox’s bogus extrapolations causing severe environmental injury
by physicians and the public being left uninformed of what is causing symptoms, aiding
the exposures to continue and the symptoms becoming irreversibly debilitating in some
cases; they are used by workers compensation insurers and others to deny financial
responsibility for the damage of disabling people by the continued exposures. The
disabled must then turn to SSDI for survival. The term for this is “Cost Shifting”. Thus,
the interest of many in wanting to see me falsely deemed a malicious liar allegedly for the
words, “altered his under oath statements” – but in reality, for exposing how Veritox’s
scientific fraud became policy and who was involved in mass marketing it as legitimate
science, including the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and a U.S. Congressman from
California, Gary Miller (R-31st ).
I have the direct evidence that you have the following documents from the SLAPP
suits in your possession; and that you have the direct evidence that they are fraudulent,
how they were falsified and how they have been used by AOC employees, JC members
and other court officers including Veritox’s “legal” counsel, Mr. Keith Scheuer, in eight
years of vicious SLAPP and coran non judice retaliatory litigation. (An additional
fleecing, these years of wrath have been funded by the use of wasted tax dollars paying
court employees, while trying to pummel me into silence of how those who work within
the Cal courts have aided Veritox’s scientific fraud to continue).
Pg 3
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See my April 2013 Emergency Petition for Writ of Mandamus.10[10] The
JC/AOC heads and involved JC/CJP members are proven to have been made aware on
September 11, 2011 of the AOC falsified documents in the first SLAPP suit, concealed
by JC members and former CJP Chair, when in their courts.11[11] Please, no more
delaying the inevitable of having to address your subordinates aiding to cause

11[11]9/11/11 Link to letters I sent to JC Chair, AOC Director, JC members & CJP Chair
begging they stop the public defrauding & harassment of me via AOC falsified
documents/CCMS entries. http://wp.me/plYPz-3aV

environmental injury of U.S. citizens and mass cost-shifting onto SSDI, via document
falsifications and concealment of them by those who work under your supervision of the
California legal system. I am not going away until this massive fraud is stopped.
1.
The December 2008 Void Judgment in Kelman & GlobalTox v. Kramer, Case
No. GIN044539. (Attached as Exhibit) Void on its face, it states a date of cost award not
possible to have occurred to conceal it was ante-dated, twice. California Chief Justice
Cantil-Sayauke and Director of the Administrative Offices of the California Courts
Judge Jahr, admitting that this one court document is fraudulent and void to be
used for any purpose; will cause the fleecing of the public by Veritox, et.al, to
immediately cease.
2.
The December 31, 2008 Abstract of Judgment & January 20, 2009 Lien in
Kelman & GlobalTox v. Kramer, Case No. GIN044539. (Attached as Exhibit) It states
interest accruing costs awarded on its face to Mr. Kelman before costs were even
submitted by plaintiffs’ counsel, Mr. Scheuer. It is founded on the Void Judgment before
it was backdated the second time and is contradictory to the current face of the Void
Judgment.
3.
The December 20, 2010 Remittitur in Kelman & GlobalTox v. Kramer,
Appellate Case No. D054496. It awards costs to undisclosed “Respondents” when only
one “Respondent’ was a disclosed, Mr. Kelman. It conceals that retired US Asst Surgeon
General, Bryan Hardin, is a party, and has been known to the appellate justices to be
improperly undisclosed since June of 2006, when he also was not disclosed in the antiSLAPP.
4.
The April 5, 2012 Minute Order in Kelman v. Kramer Case No. 37-201000061530 CU-DF-NC. It was used to give me a false FBI record to conceal I was
incarcerated and first given a false criminal record for refusing to commit criminal
perjury, by order of a judge who knew his court had no subject matter jurisdiction.
5.
The June 12, 2013 Notice sent by an AOC employee from a non-existent “The
Court”, used to aid a judge to obfuscate from providing impossible evidence of his prior
court having subject matter jurisdiction.
Greater Detail of How the Five Documents Were Falsified and Falsifications Used
1.
The December 2008 Void Judgment in Kelman & GlobalTox v. Kramer, Case
No. GIN044539.12[12] A legal document that has been signed by a judge cannot be
changed by an AOC employee without dating and initialing the change. It becomes a
void legal document not able to be used for any purpose should this occur. This Void
Judgment states on its face that costs were awarded on a date not possible, “$7,252.65
12/18/08 mgarland”. Falsifications to the document via two back datings by the AOC
employee deputy clerk Michael Garland were used by the lower court employees.
12[12]2008 Void Judgment in its current form. Amended 10/28/11, one year after the
second harassing litigation began, to acknowledge I was a trial prevailing party. It is still
void on its face “$7,252.65 mgarland 12/18/08 ”, yet numerous court officers have
refused to vacate it as they continue to use it, coram non judice
http://freepdfhosting.com/786b95b2bf.pdf

First, it was changed to aid Mr. Kelman, the five additional owners of
Veritox, and Mr. Scheuer, to record a fraudulent 1/20/09 Lien on my property with
interest accruing from a date not possible, 09/24/08. Then back-dated again by Mr.
Garland for the lower court presiding judge to falsely claim loss of jurisdiction on
01/07/09. I was not noticed by Mr. Garland or Mr. Scheuer of Judge Schall’s signing the
document on 9/24/08.
Pg 4
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The undisputed direct evidence proves that the Lien recorded by Mr. Kelman and
Mr. Scheuer is contradictory to the face of the Void Judgment. Concealed as void by the
appellate justices in their 9/14/10 Appellate Opinion; on 11/04/10 Mr. Kelman and Mr.
Scheuer submitted the Void Judgment as the sole foundational document to a second
harassing litigation Kelman v. Kramer Case No. 37-2010-00061530 CU-DF-NC. The
Lien they recorded states that interest accruing costs were first awarded by judgment on
9/24/08. The Void Judgment, sole foundational document to the second harassing case,
states 12/18/08.
Contrary to what is written on the face of the Void Judgment, the sole foundational
document to the second harassing case; the electronic case record, Register of Action
(ROA), establishes by sequential numbering that nothing occurred in the case of Kelman
& GlobalTox v. Kramer, GIN044539 on 12/18/08.13[13] (Attached as Exhibit)
What gave Mr. Scheuer and his clients, Mr. Kelman and the five additional owners
of Veritox, the ability to record the fraudulent Lien, is that the dollar amount of $7,252.65
was filled in on the Void Judgment by AOC employee, Mr. Garland, without initialing or
dating. This occurred after Mr. Scheuer submitted his clients’ costs on 10/14/08,
including $3,626.33 incurred by his trial losing client, Veritox’, commingled as being
costs of Mr. Kelman’s.
Mr. Garland’s addition of the dollar amount of $7,252.65 awarding the costs to
Mr. Kelman without initialing or dating, made the Void Judgment appear that the interest
accruing costs were awarded on 9/24/08 when Judge Schall signed Mr. Scheuer’s
proposed judgment, with a blank left for the awarding of costs to Mr. Kelman.
Nowhere on the judgment was there a place for my costs as trial prevailing party
over Veritox to be filled in. I was a trial prevailing party, noticed to the court and Mr.
Scheuer as being self represented on 9/15/08, nine days before Judge Schall signed the
Void Judgement. In violation of C.C.P.664.5(b), AOC employee Mr. Garland failed to
notice me that Judge Schall signed the proposed judgment on 9/24/08. I have yet to see
any Notice of Entry of Judgment that was sent to Mr. Scheuer from Mr. Garland of Judge
Schall’s signature, 9/24/08.
The way I became aware that Judge Schall signed it, was by an acquaintance who
had seen it posted on Veritox’s website. To lawfully record an Abstract of Judgment of
that date, there needs to be a Notice of Entry of Judgment of that date. No such document
exists and the fact that post trial motions were heard on 12/12/08, more that 60 days later,

establishes that 9/24/08 is not the Judgment Date. Mr. Scheuer attached a differing dated
Notice several times throughout these litigations. In May of 2011, he mailed the Void
Judgment and the differing dated Notice, to a blog owner in Texas to threaten her with
litigation should she continue to blog of the matter.
Sometime on or after 12/22/08 when the Void Judgment was submitted back to the
court for Abstract recording by Mr. Scheuer; “mgarland 12/18/08” was added by AOC
employee Mr. Garland next to the dollar amount that he had filled in earlier in mid
October 2008, without initialing or dating to make it appear that costs were awarded on
9/24/08. The on/after 12/22/08 backdated addition of “mgarland 12/18/08” on the Void
Judgment was then used for the presiding judge of the lower court, Judge Joel Pressman,
to claim loss of jurisdiction to be able to hear my timely filed 12/22/08 motion for
reconsideration under the false pretence that an amended judgment had been entered on
12/18/08.
There is additional evidence that you have in your possession corroborating the
material AOC employee judgment falsifications concealed by officers of the courts
including by JC members. I.e. date of Presiding Justice Judith McConnell’s acceptance of
appellate court jurisdiction on 1/14/09, etc. Acts of lower court officers relying upon the
falsifications of the Void Judgment by acts of AOC employee, Mr. Garland, which forced
me to have to file an appeal in January of 2009.
14[13] 12/18/08 CCMS Register of Action (ROA)
http://freepdfhosting.com/64f7288471.pdf
Pg 5
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This is in the same appellate court where Presiding Justice Judith McConnell went
out of her way to frame me for libel for the words, “altered his under oath statements” in
her 2006 anti-SLAPP opinion. She suppressed the direct evidence that the plaintiff, Mr.
Kelman, committed perjury to manufacture reason for personal malice. She concealed the
direct evidence that Mr. Hardin was an undisclosed party. She concealed that Veritox’s
bogus science had been thrown out of a Sacramento court in April of 2006 by absurd
stated reason that the evidence had not been presented in the lower court in 2005. (See
fn.8,10,11,16)
2.
The December 31, 2008 Abstract of Judgment & January 20, 2009 Lien
in Kelman & GlobalTox v. Kramer, Case No. GIN044539 with the interest accruing costs
awarded on its face before costs were even submitted by Mr. Scheuer15[14]. Recorded in
San Diego County by Mr. Kelman and Mr. Scheuer, they award interest accruing costs of
$7,253.65 to Mr. Kelman from the date of 9/24/08. This is three weeks before Mr.

15[15] Int J Occup Environ Health. 2007 Oct-Dec;13(4):404-26. American College of
Occupational and Environmental Medicine (ACOEM): a professional association in
service to industry. LaDou J, Teitelbaum DT, Egilman DS, Frank AL, Kramer SN, Huff
J. http://freepdfhosting.com/621823a111.pdf

Scheuer submitted his clients’ commingled costs as being those of Mr. Kelman’s on
10/14/08. In order to obtain the Lien, Mr. Scheuer received the Abstract from the court
and would have seen that it was fraudulent before he recorded the fraudulent Lien. He
already knew the Abstract would be fraudulent. He submitted the Void Judgment to
obtain the fraudulent Abstract. This alone proves that Mr. Scheuer knowingly record a
fraudulent Lien on my property.
The fraudulent Lien was recorded on 1/20/09. It is based on the false 12/31/08
Abstract of Judgment issued by an AOC employee, based on Mr. Scheuer submitting the
known Void Judgment for abstract recording on 12/22/08, based on a dollar amount
being added in mid 10/08 to the Void Judgment by AOC employee Mr. Garland without
initialing or dating the change to the document signed by Judge Schall on 9/24/08 without
legally noticing me under C.C.P.664.5(b). Noted in item #1 above, the Void Judgment
with “mgarland 12/18/08 ” added next to the dollar amount on/after 12/22/08 when Mr.
Scheuer submitted it for abstract recording, was submitted by Mr. Scheuer and Mr.
Kelman as the sole foundational document for the second litigation, Kelman v. Kramer
Case No. 37-2010-0006-1530 CU-DF-NC, 11/04/10. The Void Judgment is contradictory
to 1/20/09 Lien. The Lien and ROA both substantiate that “mgarland 12/18/08” is
fraudulent and the Judgment is Void.
Corroborated by the case file, the felony Penal Code 134 violations by Mr.
Kelman and Mr. Scheuer, establish by the discrepancy between the known
fraudulent Lien they recorded and the face of the Void Judgment proves that Mr.
Scheuer and Mr. Kelman knowingly submitted an AOC employee falsified, Void
Judgment as the sole foundational document to the second harassing litigation,
Kelman v. Kramer Case No. 37-2010-00061530; and that they knowingly submitted
an AOC employee falsified Abstract of Judgment to record a fraudulent Lien on
my property with the San Diego County Recorder.
You also have the direct evidence that three Appellate Justices of the Fourth
District Division One Appellate Court (4th1st), including Justice Huffman who was
Chairman of the Executive Committee of the JC at the time, concealed that the 2008
judgment was void in their 9/13/10 appellate opinion. Chief Justice Ronald George,
refused for the California Supreme Court to hear the matter in December of 2010 (for the
second time).
You have the direct evidence that officers of the courts, Mr. Kelman and Mr.
Scheuer then used the Void Judgment as the sole foundational document to the second
case to try to silence me of the frauds upon the court; and the AOC falsified court
documents in the first SLAPP suit; and to conceal the harm to me and the public. No
court has had subject matter jurisdiction in either case while concealing, yet continuing to
use, the Void Judgment since it was change in mid-October 2008 by AOC employee, Mr.
Garland, without initialing or dating -- actually as of 9/24/08, when he failed to notice all
prevailing parties under C.C.P.664.5(b) of Judge Schall’s signature.
Pg 6
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All judges and justices to oversee the matter since, along with AOC
employee/CEO of the San Diego Superior Court Michael Roddy, AOC employee/Clerks
of the Appellate Court and Presiding Judges and Justices, have suppressed the evidence
that the judgment is fraudulent and void. No refuting evidence is ever provided in
response to my direct evidence that the judgment is void. See your obfuscating form
letter reply of July 11, 2013 to my direct evidence of an AOC employee falsified court
document, as a prime example of how it works.
Additional evidence of willful intent to defraud by AOC employees, San Diego
Administrator, Mr. Michael Roddy, issued a double-speak audit of the file in November
of 2011 upon its completion of review by AOC lawyers. It avoids addressing the direct
evidence that the 2008 judgment is void. It offers no explanation for the discrepancies
between material court documents and in CCMS ROA entries. You may want to request
that Mr. Roddy provide you with his case review file. I would also like a file copy. How
do I obtain one?
I did not become aware until July of 2011 of the fraudulent 12/31/08 Abstract
and its serving as solid proof that Mr. Kelman and Mr. Scheuer knowingly recorded a
fraudulent lien on my property; and its proof that they knowingly submitted an AOC
employee falsified Void Judgment as the sole foundation to the second litigation. The
statutes for my ability to sue you all are still tolling. If you let this public defrauding
continue by Veritox, via document falsifications and concealment of them by AOC
employees; and force me into yet another David and Goliath situation of having to sue
you all in federal court for concealment of AOC employee, court officer and federal
contractor felonies to fleece the public; it will most likely be prior to 2014 mid-term
elections. (See pages 19-21 for names of some willfully blind and selectively mute
elected, appointed and hired government officials from California to Washington DC)
After eight years of numerous fraudulent acts, including false hearsay documents
not discussed in trial somehow making their way past Mr. Garland and into a jury room
to cause a verdict for Mr. Kelman, (See fn 16 for juror and attorney affidavits); Justice
McConnell had the audacity to deem the matter closed on 5/29/13, while knowing of the
massive continuing damage to the public and to me by the collusion. The matter is far
from closed.
People are still losing everything and are unable to obtain viable medical
treatment from misled U.S. physicians directly because of your court officers’, AOC
employees’, Veritox’s, and their attorney’s collusive criminalities in SLAPP and
retaliatory litigations. I have tens of thousands of dollars of fraudulent, interest accruing
liens on my property at the hands of those employed to uphold the law in your
compromised courts. It has cost me millions and driven my husband and me into poverty
and the verge homelessness, while you obfuscate from addressing felony falsifications of
material court documents.
SSDI is near collapse, in large part from mass Cost Shifting by workers’ comp
insurers aided by medical frauds written into policies by “non-profit” medical
associations – who are contracted by state and federal agencies to write guideline. I’ am
a medical journal published author on the subject of bogus exposure assessment models
by white coats in policy, to aid white collars’ avoidance of liability for causation of

environmental illnesses.16[15]. Apparently, black robes also need to be added to the
equation.
“Fraud upon the court’ has been defined by the 7th Circuit Court of Appeals to ‘embrace
that species of fraud which does, or attempts to, defile the court itself, or is a fraud
perpetrated by officers of the court so that the judicial machinery can not perform in the
usual manner its impartial task of adjudging cases that are presented for adjudication."
Kennerv. C.I.R., 387 F.3d 689 (1968); 7 Moore's Federal Practice,2d ed., p. 512, 60.23.
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3.
The December 20, 2010 Remittitur in Kelman & GlobalTox v. Kramer,
Appellate Case No. D054496, concealing that a retired US Asst Surgeon General, Bryan
D. Hardin, is a party and has been known to the appellate justices to be improperly
undisclosed since June of 200617[16]. It awards costs against me to undisclosed
“Respondents” when only one “Respondent”, Mr. Kelman, was disclosed as a party on
appeal on the plaintiff/respondent’s 10/10/09 Certificate of Interested Persons submitted
by Mr. Scheuer.
On the 2006 Certificate of Interest Persons in the anti-SLAPP portion of the
case, five Veritox owners were disclosed. The fraudulent 12/20/10 Remittitur conceals
that your court employees concealed that the sixth owner, US Asst. Surgeon General
Bryan Hardin (retired), has been an undisclosed party to this malicious SLAPP all along.
(See fn.11; 9/11/11 letters, for my proof of how long you have known of the 12/20/10
Remitittur being falsified by JC member/AOC employee, the late Mr. Stephen Kelly,
Clerk of the 4th1st and his deputy clerk )
To reiterate the evidence that you already have, of how they concealed Mr.
Hardin’s involvement and the implications of the US DOJ employing criminals’
services as expert defense witnesses.18[17] Mr. Hardin was also a Deputy Director of
CDC NIOSH prior to his retirement from the federal government in 2001. Like Mr.
Kelman, he is not a physician and has ZERO research background of mold and its toxins.
He is an undisclosed owner of Veritox in this eight years of malicious litigation. Veritox
is reported by FedSpending.org to have over $1.3M in federal contracts, over $900K with
the US DOJ for expert defense witnessing in toxic torts.
Officers of the 4th/1st framed me for libel in the 2006 anti-SLAPP opinion and
suppressed the evidence that Mr. Kelman, who is Mr. Hardin’s co-owner of Veritox,
committed criminal perjury to manufacture reason for personal malice in SLAPP (See fn
8, 10, 11 & 16 for direct evidence that you already know this). At this same time, Veritox

17[18] 4/05/12 Minute Order signed by Judge Thomas Nugent, coram non judice
http://freepdfhosting.com/22bbb4554b.pdf
18[17] Environmental Advocate Sharon Kramer ~ Lying US DOJ Contractors ~ Cal
Courts & Mold ~ Not A Pretty Story!!!” http://wp.me/PlYPz-3AJ

principals, including Mr. Kelman, were serving as federal expert defense witnesses in
mold litigation. Their client was the US DOJ and the plaintiffs were a sick military family
living in moldy military housing.
In 2011, I also turned to Governor Jerry Brown to assist with stopping the
concealment of Mr. Kelman’s perjury in the CA SLAPP suit, while also serving as an
expert witness for the US DOJ and using the bogus science that was concealed via felony
acts in the California courts in the SLAPP suit. Governor Brown’s office directed me to
the State Bar. Jill Sperber and Wonder Li-ang of the State Bar claimed to have lost my
complaint file while simultaneously claiming it was proven that California licensed
attorney, Mr. Scheuer, did not suborn perjury because Mr. Kelman did not commit it. Mr.
Li-ang retired the very next day after making this finding, 12/05/11.
For the US DOJ, Mr. Kelman was using his and Mr. Hardin’s bogus
extrapolations to claim that the individual military family members could not have been
harmed by mold toxins, even though science holds that extrapolations cannot be used
alone as proof of lack of causation of individual’s illnesses. He was being paid by the
federal government for his “expert” opinion. He was simultaneously committing criminal
perjury as a plaintiff in CA SLAPP over my writing of how his expert opinion for the US
DOJ is based on his scientific fraud that was mass marketed into policy and to courts by
federal contractors ACOEM; and by U.S. Chamber ILR lobbyists and the Manhattan
Institute CLP; and by U.S. Congressman Gary Miller (R-CA).
The second appellate Remittitur of 12/20/10, awarding costs to non-disclosed
“Respondents”, was signed and mailed by AOC employee/appellate deputy clerk, Rita
Rodriques in violation of Penal Code 134.
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Prior to the issuance of the fraudulent 12/20/10 Remittitur, the appellate justices
were made aware (they already knew) that the 2010 appellate opinion fraudulently stated
“Respondents” awarded costs on appeal; yet the Certificate of Interested Persons
submitted by Veritox’s and Mr. Kelman’s attorney, Mr. Scheuer, on 9/14/09, disclosed
only one “Respondent”, Mr. Kelman. This too, is a Penal Code violation of submitting
known false documents to the court.
Concealed Veritox owner, Mr. Hardin, was not a government employee during
these litigations which began in 2005. He became a co-owner of Veritox in 2003. The
lower court was made aware of his ownership in 2005. No legal justification for him, his
business partners, his counsel, appellate justices or AOC employees to conceal that he
was an undisclosed party to SLAPP by falsifications of Certificates of Interested Persons
and Remittiturs has ever been provided to me or to my prior legal counsels.
When officers of the court and AOC employees have been legally challenged
numerous times regarding concealment of retired U.S Asst Surgeon General, Mr.
Hardin’s, involvement via falsified Certificates and Remittiturs; no explanation is given
for the collusive non-disclosures. Additionally, no explanation has ever been given for
the non-disclosure of the four additional owners of Veritox: Ms. Robbins, Ms. Swenson,

Mr. Clark and Mr. Schreibe, as being non-disclosed parties on appeal in 2009-10. The
four were never federal employees. They were disclosed as Veritox owners in 2006, but
not 2009. This is another piece of evidence establishing that the 12/20/10 AOC employee
authored Remitittur awarding costs to “Respondents” is a fraudulent court document.
By law, if appellate justices discover improperly unnamed parties on appeal, they
are to request a new Certificate from the counsel. This was never done prior to the AOC
Appellate Clerk issuing a Remititur awarding costs to “Respondents”; after acceptance a
Certificate disclosing on one “Respondent”. Justice Benke has repeatedly refused to
recall and rescind the fraudulent 12/20/10 Remittitur awarding costs to unidentified
parties, with no reason stated for denial to rescind the AOC employee falsified court
document and fraudulent cost award.
The damages from more AOC employee falsifications to conceal prior ones
continue to mount. More AOC employees have gotten entangled into committing felony
document falsifications in order to conceal prior ones. You may want to speak to Scott
Bushkoll, Deputy Clerk of the 4th/1st regarding his known issuance of yet a third
fraudulent Remittitur in 2013. Mr. Bushkoll’s known falsification; AOC employees using
the United States Postal Service to mail a fraudulent document to me from a non-existent
“The Court”; and JC/AOC Legal Services form letter; and are in direct result of the 2008
Void Judgment being concealed by JC members and AOC supervisors. The circle of
liability for AOC employees grows, by prior obfuscations. (See fn 11, my notice from
9/11/11) . And it is quite telling of the state of the ethics in the California Judicial Branch
that this many court officers and AOC employees could be involved, with no punishment
or concern of punishment.
Numerous court officers, including Justice Patricia Benke, have repeatedly
refused to vacate the AOC employee falsified 2008 Void Judgment, being fully aware
that the AOC falsified document was being used as the foundation to a second harassing
case by Mr. Kelman and Mr. Scheuer. Judge Thomas Nugent was aiding them to harass
and terrorize me in the second case, with known lack of his court having subject matter
jurisdiction.
As you know, under California law a judgment, void on its face, cannot be used
for any purpose. Certificates of Interested Parties are to assure that appellate justices have
no conflicts of interest in the cases they are reviewing. Glaring concealment of a retired
U.S. Asst Surgeon General; the framing of me for libel with actual malice; suborning
plaintiff and plaintiff counsel perjury on the malice prong of SLAPP; the State Bar losing
a file proving the federal contractor’s perjury in SLAPP; and the continued court officer
usage of the AOC employee voided Judgment; with the US DOJ needing me discredited
to protect their own toxic tort defenses; provides glaring direct evidence collusive
conflicted interests, not in the public’s best interest -- but in the federal government’s
interest to defraud the publc. (Moldy military housing. Many lawsuits. Veritox’s
nonsense cited often)
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Concealment of the fraudulent Remittitur and continued usage of the Void
Judgment includes by court officers and AOC employees who were JC members at the
time of their involvement: Justice Huffman, AOC employee Appellate Clerk Mr. Kelly,
Superior Court CEO Mr. Roddy, and Presiding Judges Kevin Enright and Robert
Trentacosta. The CJP, chaired at the time by Justice McConnell, refused to intercede in
early 2011 to stop the harassment by court officers and plaintiffs using AOC falsified
court documents while trying to silence me of their frauds by hook or by crook(s).
4.
The April 5, 2012 Minute Order in Kelman v. Kramer Case No. 37-201000061530 CU-DF-NC use to give me a false FBI record.19[18] It was hand signed by
Judge Thomas P. Nugent and hand couriered to the San Diego Sheriff Department. I had
to file five exparte motions for my being given a false criminal record, with this
additional falsehood then being the end result in abuse of a court with no subject matter
jurisdiction.
The evidence indicates that it was intentional that I was given a false criminal
record. Judge Nugent kept trying to force a public defender on me, Tracey Sang, for civil
contempt of court. Without being my retained egal counsel, Ms. Sang testified at the
Contempt Hearing. She, Judge Nugent (and Mr. Scheuer prior to the hearing according
to Ms. Sang) discussed that I needed to be charged with a misdemeanor. Ms. Sang stated
in the Contempt Hearing, which I refused to attend because of court lack of jurisdiction,
that a psychological examination of me under Penal Code 1368 may be in order.
According to the law, in order for a Penal Code 1368 to be implemented, the
criminal’s retained counsel must bring it to the attention of the court. When I received the
transcript of the 1/06/12 Contempt Hearing, I immediately scheduled a psych exam of
myself to stave off this malicious, conspiratory attack. It was obvious that they wanted
me deemed a mentally incompetent criminal, so Ms. Sang could then become my forced
silenced voice in order to assist sweeping the collusive fraud under the rug.
The April 5, 2012 Minute Order was used to give me a false FBI record under
C.C.P.1218(a). This occurred while removing the false criminal record I was given under
Penal Code166 while jailed for civil contempt of an uncivil judge – not a civil court. The
false imprisonment, bodily harm, emotional distress and relentless character assassination
I have sustained, never would have occurred had AOC supervisors, JC members, other
court officers, Mr. Scheuer and Mr. Kelman, not tried to conceal that the predicate case
2008 Judgment, was void on its face via AOC employee ante-datings; with additional
malicious concealments by those involved.
I was jailed in March 2012 for my refusal to commit perjury of publishing a false
confession on the Internet of being guilty of libel for a sentence I never even wrote20[19]
to conceal how appellate officers framed me for libel for an different and accurate
sentence; and for my refusal to sign a false confession that was crafted by Mr. Scheuer
and presented to Judge Nugent on 2/10/12.

20[19] 1/19/12 Contempt Order that I publish a false confession of libel for a sentence I
never even wrote(See fn 7 & pg 17 for my actual March 9, 2005 writing that I published
on the Internet) http://freepdfhosting.com/8f4bda9454.pdf

His proposed false confession contains the sentence “I do not believe Dr. Kelman
committed perjury.”21[20] 22[21]
All judicial officers involved in this case since 2005, have been provided, yet
suppressed, the direct evidence that Mr. Kelman committed material perjury to
manufacture reason for malice. Mr. Scheuer repeatedly suborned it and used it to cause
Judge Schall to limit the scope of the 2008 trial so Veritox’s scientific fraud could not be
discussed in front of the jury; and my expert witness could not testify. (See fn. 10, 11,16
for direct evidence)
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Issued from a judge coram non judice feigning it was from a court with subject
matter jurisdiction, the 4/05/12 Minute Order is an instrument that was used to cause
production of false state and federal records without judicial immunity for the felonious
acts of Judge Nugent; while also concealing the AOC employee falsified court documents
from the foundational SLAPP suit and much Penal Code 134 collusion by plaintiffs,
AOC employees and numerous court officers coram non judice.
The April 5, 2012 minute order character assassinates me to conceal that I was
unlawfully jailed, physically harmed and terrorized for refusing to be coerced to commit
perjury to conceal criminal collusion in your courts involving judiciaries whose courts
had no subject matter jurisdiction, JC members, CJP Chair, AOC employees, federal
contractors and their counsel. (See fns. 11-15, 2008 Void Judgment; conflicting Abstract;
conflicting ROA; and JC Chair & AOC Director notification of AOC falsified documents
on 9/11/11).
I was found in contempt by Judge Nugent by order on 1/19/12, via motion of Mr.
Scheuer, 10/10/11, for letting it be publicly known on the Internet that I sent the JC
Chair, AOC Director, and involved JC/CJP members, the direct evidence on 9/11/11 of
AOC employee falsified material documents, suborned plaintiff perjury, etc. Mr. Kelman
was awarded over $19,000 in the contempt order of 1/19/12, and Mr. Scheuer recorded a
second fraudulent Lien on my property. Judge Nugent gave no stated reason orally or in
writing for the $19K; making this provably the second fraudulent Lien that Mr. Scheuer
and Mr. Kelman recorded with the County Recorder.
As I explained to U.S. Senate HELP Legislative Assistants in a meeting in DC
earlier this year; “I feel like I have fly-paper stuck to me”. If I did not respond to Mr.
Scheuer’s, Mr. Kelman’s and court officers’ aggressions; court officers would proceed
like they had subject matter jurisdiction and rule against me without my input. If I did
21[20] 2/10/12 Scheuer’s proposed false confession. Jailed for refusing to sign.
http://freepdfhosting.com/85a3dccdc0.pdf
22[21] 3/14/12 Court Transcript, Direct evidence Judge Nugent had me brought before
him in shackles and tried to coerce me to sign the false confession written by Mr.
Scheuer, again. http://freepdfhosting.com/772424ddee.pdf

respond, they ignored the evidence of their lack of subject matter jurisdiction and frauds
upon the court without providing any contradictory evidence -- and while abetting Mr.
Scheuer’s and Mr. Kelman’s relentlessly, terrorizing attempts to silence me of Veritox’s
maiming and killing people through the proliferation of their scientific fraud --a costshifting scheme -- in U.S. policies and U.S. courts. While courts had no jurisdiction, I
have had to respond as a harassed U.S. citizen. Indicative that the problem originates at
the top of the judicial branch, I now have to respond to your obfuscating form letter of
July 11, 2013 as a harassed U.S. citizen while you stall from addressing the AOC
employee issued and JC member concealed, fraudulent documents.
5.
The June 12, 2013 Notice sent by AOC employee, Browder, from a nonexistent “The Court”23[22] As you are aware via my correspondence of June 27, 2013 to
which you mailed the obfuscating form letter reply on July 11, 2013; a fraudulent June
12, 2013 reply (to my May 27, 2013 request that 18 judiciaries provide evidence they
have not participated in fraud upon the court and concealed AOC employee falsified
material court documents) was mailed to me by AOC employee, Jay Browder, on behalf
of a fictional “The Court”. This is an additional court abuse enabling Judge Nugent to
obfuscate providing the (impossible) evidence which would prove he did not knowingly
preside over Kelman v. Kramer 37-2010-00061530 CU-DF-NC, coram non judice; while
he practiced physically, financially, libelously devastating, and emotionally terrorizing
malicious acts.
As you know, Judge Nugent’s prior assignment was in Department 30 of the
North San Diego Superior Court when he oversaw Kelman v. Kramer Case No. 37-201000061530-CU-DF-NC, with known lack of subject matter jurisdiction. Department 60 is
in the San Diego courthouse. Mr. Browder clerks for Judge Nugent in this court. Judge
Nugent is now a mediator. Contrary to the June 12, 2013 AOC employee USPS mailed
notice from the non-existent “The Court”; Judge Nugent never oversaw Case No.
GIN044539. This matter was never in San Diego Superior Court, Department 60. It was
overseen by numerous judges in Departments 28 and 31 – but never Judge Nugent.
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“The Court” notice from the clerk of San Diego Department 60 was issued from
the North County, indicative of multiple AOC employees’ involvement. No reply or
refuting evidence was received from the other 17 judiciaries who were also asked by me
in writing on 5/29/13, to provide evidence that AOC employees did not falsify court
documents that they continued to use to harass me as they practiced fraud upon the court.
Chief Justice Cantil-Sayauke was also sent the request for production of evidence
because her hands on involvement from the bench and as the JC Chair in receipt of
notification of falsified court documents on 9/11/1. No reply to my May letter, or refuting
evidence to prove lack of concealment of AOC employee falsified documents and frauds

23[23] 07/06/12 Void Judgment http://freepdfhosting.com/cd8eb72778.pdf

upon the court by JC members, was received from Chief Justice/JC Chair CantilSayauke.
As you know, while presiding without subject matter jurisdiction in Case No. 372010-00061530-CU-DF-NC, Judge Nugent attempted to terrorize me into silence, jailed
me and caused me bodily harm and emotional distress to the point that I became
painfully, physically ill. As you know, Mr. Roddy and Judge Trentacosta were well
aware of the terrorizing which was occurring in Judge Nugent’s prior court. They did
nothing to address the AOC employee falsified documents that Judge Nugent was using,
coram non judice; while knowing I was terrified that Judge Nugent would jail me again
and cause me more bodily harm. Instead, they shielded Judge Nugent, Mr. Kelman and
Mr. Scheuer, by moving Judge Nugent to another court in San Diego and making him a
mediator.
In the fall of 2012, a new judge, Robert Dahlquest, was assigned the case by Mr.
Roddy and Judge Trentacosta, to feign ignorance of the collusively criminal matter, after
they whisked Judge Nugent away. I feel certain you can understand why I was so
offended by your form letter of July 11, 2013, on behalf of the JC Chair and AOC
Director, directing me to Mr. Roddy and Judge Trentacosta to address your
responsibilities.
Judge Dahlquist had the nerve to hold a Vexatious Litigant hearing by motion of
Mr. Scheuer, knowing his court had no subject matter jurisdiction because of the AOC
employee altered 2008 Void Judgment from the first case, being the sole foundational
document that Mr. Scheuer and Mr. Kelman had submitted to commence the second
harassing case. Disturbingly wicked, Judge Dahlquist literally laughed out loud as he held
the vexatious litigant hearing, coram non judice. I and anyone who has ever been to law
school, know that a void judgment cannot be used for any purpose; that it is void even
prior to vacating; that litigants cannot give a court subject matter jurisdiction to hold
hearings based on a known void judgment; and that judiciaries who knowingly use void
judgments to issue rulings have no immunity for malicious, defrauding, and not the least
bit funny, acts.
Judge Dahlquist did not follow through on deeming me a vexatious litigant for
filing motions as a U.S. citizen for someone, anyone, to vacate the 2008 Void Judgment
and stop harassing me for telling the truth of a massive fraud in America. Judge Dahlquist
denied Mr. Scheuer’s motion without prejudice.
I take that as a thinly veiled threat that should I, as a defendant in California
courts with no subject matter jurisdiction, try again to have now two void
judgments/contempt orders 24[23] vacated and thus Mr. Kelman’s fraudulent liens
removed from my property; I will be deemed a vexatious litigant by judges with no
immunity and no concern of punishment by the CJP or anyone else. This, in collusive
retaliation for my refusal of silence of your severely compromised subordinates’ roles in
the fleecing the public over environmental disabilities with federal contractors, Veritox,
and their “legal” counsel, Mr. Keith Scheuer.
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Even though no court had subject matter jurisdiction, I had to file another appeal at
the beginning of 2013 or it would have all been swept under the rug while thousands
continue to suffer and costs for their disabilities continue to be shifted onto SSDI. I
waited for Justice McConnell to knowingly and fraudulently accept her court’s
jurisdiction; then challenged it as is my legal right to do as a U.S. citizen being harassed
by “fly paper” court officers with no subject matter jurisdiction. I also filed an appellate
motion for the predicate case 12/20/10 Remittitur to be recalled and rescinded and the
2008 Void Judgment, sole foundational document to the second case, to be vacated.
As anticipated, Justice Benke again refused to recall and rescind the AOC
employee undeniably fraudulent Remittitur and vacate the AOC employee undeniably
voided judgment from the foundational case – knowing that Justice McConnell was
relying upon them in the same appellate court for feigned subject matter jurisdiction. So,
Justice Benke refused to vacate the felonious fraud. Presiding Justice McConnell refused
to prove that it was not fraud. Justice McConnell dismissed the case without establishing
that her court had subject matter to do so, when I refused to file an opening brief in her
court --which provably had no subject matter jurisdiction, concealed again by Justice
Benke’s umpteenth denial to rescind and vacate AOC employee falsified court
documents.
California Chief’ Justice Cantil-Sayauke refused to intercede being made fully
aware of the incestuous frauds in her courts aiding to fleece the United States public for
no less than two years. (See fn. 8, 10, 11) JC/AOC Legal Service sent a form letter to
obfuscate on behalf of AOC Director Jahr and JC Chair Cantil-Sayauke from addressing
AOC felony document falsifications being covered up by JC members and other court
officers – while causing the public fleecing to continue via Veritox’s scientific fraud
being able to still be parroted in U.S. policies and courts;25[24] by acts of severely
compromised leading officers, JC members and AOC supervisors of the California
courts.
U.S. Congressional & Other Government Employee Involvement in the Debacle
In addition to rampant fraud upon the court in this CA SLAPP aspect of the mold
issue; the mass fleecing of the public would have been put to bed long ago were it not for
a February 2007 act of the Democrat U.S. Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pension
(HELP) Committee. They aided to conceal what was occurring in the California courts by
a deletion of an aspect of investigation from a federal audit of the mold issue.
As noted on page one, I sent a letter on June 27, 2013 to the JC Chair and AOC
Administrator26[25] containing the direct evidence of the latest AOC employee falsified
document from a non-existent “The Court” regarding a judicial officer trying to run from

25[27] 10/16/06 Senator Kennedy’s ordering of federal GAO audit
http://freepdfhosting.com/f18db049a6.pdf
26[25] 07/11/13 Stalling form letter from JC/AOC legal services.
http://freepdfhosting.com/910259429c.pdf

his involvement in the fiasco. It and a cover letter27[26] were faxed on July 11, 2013. to
twenty-three US Senators including California Senators Boxer and Feinstein and to
President Barack Obama.
The cover letter, which many were faxed on the same day that JC/AOC legal
services coincidentally chose to mail the stalling form letter; discusses some of the
federal and California government employees’ involvement in aiding and abetting
Veritox’s scientific fraud to continue. Two HELP members, Senators Paul and Kirk, did
not have working faxes. They did not receive the letter with the direct evidence that your
courts are teeming with those who would commit criminal acts to defraud the public via
“Speak With One Voice” and forked tongue, Stare Decisis, to cover for criminal actions
of others’.
All other Senate members of HELP along with Senators Feinstein and Boxer, did
receive the evidence. Not One of these elected officials has bothered to respond, to ask
questions, or to offer to help stop the fraud; while many U.S. citizens are losing
everything, some are becoming permanently disabled and some are dying from it.
Pg 13
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The late U.S. Senator Edward Kennedy ordered a Federal Government
Accountability Office (GAO) audit of the mold issue in October of 2006. At the time of
HELP’s 2007 deletion from the federal audit of looking into conflicts of interest; I was
not aware that the USDOJ was using Veritox and their bogus science for defense in mold
cases.
I believed in my government and the courts enough to think that Justice
McConnell’s November 2006 anti-SLAPP opinion must have just been a grave mistake -one that accidentally framed me for libel by deleting 14 key lines from the middle of a
court transcript making it appear that I failed to investigate (See fn 8, 16); concealed Mr.
Kelman’s perjury and Mr. Scheuer’s suborning of it to manufacture reason for malice;
concealed retired Asst. Surgeon General Hardin’s involvement; and stated false reason
for suppressing the evidence of Veritox’s bogus science being thrown out of a 2006
Sacramento case – while her “mistakes” aided the scientific fraud of Veritox to continue.
In 2006, I had no idea just how politically compromised the California judicial
branch really is. With great saddens, I no longer believe in the integrity of those who
govern this country I love, the USA – another thing stolen from me by the compromised
in the California legal system and complicit politicians. In relevant parts, my July 11,
2013 cover letter to U.S. Senators of HELP, Senator Feinstein, Senator Boxer, et.al.,
states,
In October of 2006, the late Senator Edward Kennedy was the Democrat chairman of
Senate HELP. He ordered a Federal Government Accountability Office (GAO) audit of
27[26] 07/11/13 Faxed notice to US Senate HELP et al, of frauds in the CA courts &
HELP’s role in the damage by deleting investigation of conflicts of interest from federal
audit http://freepdfhosting.com/6e1104cf05.pdf

the mold issue at my urging.[28[27]] This is because I and others had sounded the alarm
to Senate HELP of the mass marketing of scientific fraud in policy and courts claiming
false scientific proof that these environmental illnesses were not occurring, and the harm
it was doing to the public.[29[28]]
As I am sure you can imagine, it was no small feat for a Plain Jane average citizen to
walk into DC armed only with proof of scientific fraud marketed into policy, be able to
moderate a Senate Staff Briefing with a panel of true scientists on the subject, and walk
out of DC with a federal GAO audit.
Unfortunately, in February of 2007 [less than three months after Justice McConnell
framed me for libel in her November 2006 anti-SLAPP Opinion] the following was
deleted from the scope of the GAO audit by Senate HELP which gutted the possibility of
anyone being punished for their role in the mass marketed scientific fraud or it being shut
down completely from policy and courts any time soon.
“What medical and scientific standards are used in determining the admissibility of
evidence of both acute and persistent health consequences resulting from exposure
to mold? Which individuals and organizations have promulgated these standards
and what, if any, conflicts of interest exist regarding these standards?”
This deletion also left me vulnerable for horrific, relentless, politically motivated
retaliation for exposing the mass fraud and its usage in U.S policy and courts. For my
efforts to shed light upon and try to stop what must be one of the dirtiest tricks ever
played on the American public, I have been framed for libel in California for the 100%
accurate words, “altered his under oath statements” in the first public writing, mine in
2005, of how the scientific fraud became policy; driven to the brink of poverty; jailed for
refusing to sign a false confession of being guilty of libel; caused bodily harm; terrorized
with threat of more jailing and more bodily harm; character assassinated; given a false
FBI record; and court ordered to commit criminal perjury on the Internet by publishing a
false confession of libel for a sentence I never even wrote -- by a judge whose court had
no subject matter jurisdiction. I was also court ordered to choose between signing a paper
which contains the sentence “I do not believe Dr. Kelman committed perjury” or go to
jail. I went to jail rather than betray my fellow Americans….
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I currently have tens of thousands of dollars of fraudulent and interest accruing liens on
my property by those who “promulgated these standards” but were spared investigation
in a federal GAO audit, USDOJ contractors Mr. Kelman, Mr. Hardin and their four coprincipals of Veritox, Inc. The California courts have provably falsified documents to
continue to harass me. I am unable to work in my profession as a Rancho Santa Fe, CA,
real estate agent as this profession requires a reputation of solid integrity. Being falsely

29[28] “Surviving Mold” book describing my efforts which caused the GAO audit.
http://freepdfhosting.com/9488eba0e8.pdf

deemed a malicious liar by the courts has ruined my career and livelihood. This, while I
am forced to watch lives continue to be devastated to this very day from the “Lies Behind
The Toxic Mold Issue” I first exposed in 2005 to Senate HELP and to Senator Barbara
Boxer, remaining in policy and courts -- in large part because Senate HELP took direct
measure to stop the GAO from shutting it down.
At the time of deleting the aspect from the GAO investigation, “Which individuals and
organizations have promulgated these standards and what, if any, conflicts of interest
exist regarding these standards?” Senate HELP knew of the SLAPP in California and that
Mr. Kelman, an individual who “promulgated these standards”, committed perjury to
manufacture a reason for my alleged personal malice. Check your files. One month
before the deletion from federal audit, Mr. Kelman, Mr. Hardin and ACOEM [also
federal contractors] were the subject of a front page, above the fold Wall Street Journal
article titled, “Court of Opinion. Amid Suits Over Mold Experts Wear Two Hats, Authors
of Science Papers Also Work For the Defense in Mold Litigation.”[30[29]]…
As Senate HELP has known since 2005, it is pure nonsense that such a conclusion of
proof of lack of causation of illness could be formed on such limited data. [Toxicologists
with only PhDs – not medical degrees – Mr. Hardin and Mr. Kelman of Veritox, Inc.,
came up with a bogus risk assessment model and claimed this proved mold toxins indoors
could never harm anyone. They have made millions in U.S. courts while providing false
witness that their extrapolations prove mycotoxicosis from indoor exposures “Could not
be”.] As one more piece of proof that I am telling the God’s honest truth of mass
marketed scientific fraud by the federal contractors; NIESH/NTP in conjunction with
NIOSH, now claim to have come up with a method that more accurately reflects mold
exposure in water damaged buildings, via inhalation mechanistic research. Released by
NIEHS, June 2013:
“With NTP support, NIOSH has developed a device known as an acoustical
generator that can create and disperse molds for rodent studies that closely mimic
real world human exposure. Until now, it has been extremely difficult to aerosolize
dry mold for laboratory studies, so that the exposure is similar to what humans may
experience.”
..….In addition to being federal contractors who write the workers comp guidelines for
the US Department of Defense, ACOEM writes the workers comp guidelines for the
State of California. DA [Bonnie] Dumanis is well aware of how their fraudulent mold
statement, penned by Mr. Kelman, Mr. Hardin and UCLA physician Andrew Saxon, has
been used by insurers in San Diego county to deny liability for causation of worker injury
from moldy buildings. (Dr. Saxon did co-author the ACOEM Mold Statement with Mr.
Kelman and Mr. Hardin. He claims under oath that he did not co-author the paid for hire
U.S. Chamber one, even though he is listed as an author.)
31[29] 01/09/07 Front page, Wall Street Journal.
http://www.drcraner.com/images/suits_over_mold_WSJ.pdf
30[30] 2003 Veritox contract w/Manhattan Institute
http://freepdfhosting.com/da1f816865.pdf
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DA Dumanis is well aware of Mr. Kelman’s perjury in SLAPP as concealed by
judiciaries when aiding and abetting the FELONY workers comp fraud to continue. I am
on approximately 3 hours of tape explaining it to the DA’s office and have much
documentation to and from her office. She knows of the retaliation I have experienced,
including but not limited to, cyberstalking by “The Courthouse Gang”.
DA Dumanis knows how the scientific fraud is used in workers comp insurer fraud in
San Diego county, because I helped her office with a case (in which she ultimately did
nothing), before she knew of the SLAPP/suborned perjury aiding the scientific fraud to
continue on its way. [A notorious political animal according to the local police who are
not supporting her re-election bid, she continues to accept approximately $5M per year
from the California Fraud Assessment Commission (FAC) and uses a portion of the
money for false billboard advertising with her picture on it to promote that she prosecutes
felons in Workers Compensation – apparently, just not her friends in the local courts who
are responsible for millions, if not billions, in workers comp insurers’ costs being shifted
onto SSDI nationwide, for environmentally induced work disabilities.]
…If 25% of the entire U.S. Senate can’t put their heads together to remove a simple twist
of mass marketed scientific fraud from policy and the courts – that two guys armed solely
with a calculator & think-tank money and their clients use to deny people are being
maimed and sometimes even killed by biotoxins in water damaged buildings -- then I
justifiably have little faith that the current make up of U.S. Senate is functional enough to
accomplish anything of more complexity on behalf of the public.
If eighteen California judiciaries, including two Chief Justices along with numerous
clerks, cannot provide direct evidence to prove they have not suborned US DOJ
contractor perjury in SLAPP, coram non judice via document falsification, while
adversely impacting the health and safety of thousands; then I justifiably have little faith
in the ability of the current make-up of California legal system to uphold the law….
No one denies the above is true or provides refuting evidence. They just proceed on
like Emperors and Empresses with New Black Robes – while the science fraud of
Veritox plays on to harm many.
Hellooooooo???? SILENCE IS NOT A DEFENSE
Enough already!!! The use of trumped-up libel charges in SLAPP for my
undeniably accurate sentence containing the words, “altered his under oath statements”,
to stop free speech and peaceful dissent of politics causing bogus, deadly science in the
courts and in public health policies, makes a mockery of the rule of law.
Ask yourselves this: If Sharon Noonan Kramer is lying about the scientific fraud,
think-tank bribery of a retired Asst Surgeon General, forgery of university affiliated
physician authorship on a key policy paper, insurer fraud, cost-shifting onto SSDI, AOC
falsified court documents, US DOJ contracting with criminals who commit perjury when
a plaintiff in SLAPP, concealment of parties, fraudulent FBI records, unlawful jailing,

bodily harm, attempted coercion into perjury by a judge whose court had no subject
matter jurisdiction, false liens, multiple judges practicing and concealing coram non
judice act, false advertising by the local DA while she aids felony cost-shifting onto
SSDI, political and sectarian misuse of the UC name in litigation, Senate HELP stopping
investigation of who mass marketed the scientific fraud, discrimination of
environmentally disabled written into fraudulent polices to mislead courts, causation of
death and disability through proliferation of scientific fraud abetted by criminal acts of
AOC employees and JC members, etc.
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Then why has she only ever been sued for the words “altered his under oath
statements” and framed for libel for those? Why do court officers, JC Chair and AOC
Director, direct AOC employees to send obfuscating replies, rather than provide direct
refuting evidence to the allegations of AOC employee document falsifications in SLAPP?
Why do Holder, Harris and Dumanis all remain mum when provided direct evidence of
felonies in a massive cost shifting scheme to fleece the public? (See ODE TO TOXIC
MOLD SUFFERERS for probable cause)
The “Manhattan Institute commissioned piece” for the US Chamber was the
subject policy paper of my 2005 writing. It is undeniable that you all have terrorized me
for exposing fraud. From my 100% accurate 2005 writing:
Dr. Bruce Kelman of GlobalTox,Inc, [Veritox’s former name] a Washington based
environmental risk management company, testified as an expert witness for the defense,
as he does in mold cases throughout the country. Upon viewing documents presented
by the Hayne's attorney of Kelman's prior testimony from a case in Arizona, Dr.
Kelman altered his under oath statements on the witness stand. He admitted the
Manhattan Institute, a national political think-tank, paid GlobalTox $40,000 to write a
position paper regarding the potential health risks of toxic mold exposure. Although
much medical research finds otherwise, the controversial piece claims that it is not
plausible the types of illnesses experienced by the Haynes family and reported by
thousands from across the US, could be caused by "toxic mold" exposure in homes,
schools or office buildings.
In 2003, with the involvement of the US Chamber of Commerce and ex-developer, US
Congressman Gary Miller (R-CA), the GlobalTox paper was disseminated to the real
estate, mortgage and building industries' associations. A version of the Manhattan
Institute commissioned piece may also be found as a position statement on the website of
a United States medical policy-writing body, the American College of Occupational and
Environmental Medicine. [ACOEM]
Only a willing fool could believe that Mr. Kelman and Mr. Hardin proved mold
toxins could never reach a level to harm or kill any individual, as they claimed they did in
2003 for the U.S. Chamber Institute for Legal Reform (ILR) and Manhattan Institute
Center for Legal Policy (CLP). To quote their fraudulent “Scientific View” conclusion
for ILR/CLP, founded upon their nonsense risk assessment model:

“Thus the notion that toxic mold is an insidious secret killer as so many trial lawyers
and media reports would claim, is Junk Science unsupported by actual scientific
study.”
FORGED UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PHYSICIAN AUTHORSHIP
Additionally, Mr. Kelman provided the direct evidence in the SLAPP suit of
Kelman & GlobalTox v. Kramer, Case No. GIN044539, that he and Mr. Hardin forged
University of California physician co-authorship on the ILR/CLP “A Scientific View of
the Health Effects of Mold”; that and the CLP knew of the forged authorship. The proof
came in the form of the CLP contract with Veritox32[30]; billable hours for only Mr.
Kelman and Mr. Hardin 33[31]; cancelled CLP checks for only the duos’ billable
hours34[32]; and Mr. Kelman’s direct statements in deposition testimony, July 2008,
claiming Dr. Andrew Saxon of UCLA co-authored the scientific fraud for the CLP/ILR
but was not paid for his work.35[33] Yet in 2006, CLP/ILR listed co-author, Dr. Andrew
Saxon of UCLA, stated under oath that he did not author the ILR/CLP’s unscientific
“Scientific View”.
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To quote Dr. Saxon three years after the U.S Chamber ILR’s “Scientific View”
was published with him named as co-authoring it, “I’ve never seen that version. I’ll call
it an unscientific piece that has my name on it.”36[34]
Had Dr. Saxon also contracted to co-author the CLP/ILR "Scientific View", the
Regents of the University of California would have received payment for their
employee's work. Under the by-laws that govern the UC, he would not have been able to
give the UC name away for free, if he, like Bruce and Bryan, contracted with the CLP to
co-author “A Scientific View of the Health Effects of Mold”.
All involved state that no one was paid for Dr. Saxon to co-author this paper -because he did not - or someone is lying about the payment and contracts. His name is
forged on it to make the policy paper appear to have university affiliation; and thus to
give false credibility to Veritox's scientific fraud written to mislead the courts. Although

33[31] Hardin & Kelman billable hours http://freepdfhosting.com/43f07c34e8.pdf
34[32] 2003 Manhattan Institute canceled checks to Veritox (GlobalTox)
http://freepdfhosting.com/8e5c4c5a36.pdf
35[33] 07/18/08 Deposition testimony of Bruce Kelman in Kelman & GlobalTox v.
Kramer falsely stating Dr. Saxon co-authored the paper that only Mr. Kelman & Mr.
Hardin were contracted and paid to author. http://freepdfhosting.com/c510fbfb25.pdf
36[34] 11/06 Deposition testimony of Andrew Saxon stating he did not author the
Chamber’s Scientific View and had not even read it, three years after its publication.
http://freepdfhosting.com/daf7d27e86.pdf

I did not know of the forged authorship when I wrote of the scientific fraud of the U.S.
Chamber ILR’s “Scientific View, this evidence alone proves scientific fraud that they
were trying to stop from coming to public light via these malicious SLAPP suits aided by
your severely compromised AOC subordinates and JC member peers. Justices Huffman,
Benke and Irion, had and suppressed this evidence when issuing the 2010 Appellate
Opinion; and of how the "Scientific View" was being used to lend false credibility to Mr.
Kelman's expert opinion in a mold case in Arizona involving two deceased infants.
Mr. Kelman also stated under oath in July of 2008, that he and Mr. Hardin were
paid by the CLP (while forging physician co-authorship on the CLP/ILR policy paper)
because the ILR/CLP wanted “something judges could understand”.37[35] Forging
authorship and university affiliation on science papers to lend false credibility in U.S.
courts is also a legal matter of fraud. UC Legal Counsel on name usage, Mary
MacDonald, Esq., along with the Regents and former UC President have had knowledge
of this since 2010.38[36] You may want to confer with Ms. McDonald regarding what all
evidence she has.
It Is Your Responsibilities, Chairwoman Cantil-Sayauke, Director Jahr, JC/AOC
Litigation Manager Kaufmann, & JC/AOC Chief Counsel Roberts to Stop the
Defrauding of the U.S. Public
Over two years ago, I turned to the JC Chair, AOC Director and other JC
members to stop the defrauding and stop the harassment of me in order to help save lives.
I provided the evidence of AOC employee falsified documents, court officers’ suborning
of perjury, etc, including by JC members. Two years later, your form letter of July 11,
2013 is indicative that systemic willful blindness to criminalities in your courts originates
in the leadership of the courts, namely within the leadership of the AOC/JC, namely you.
Please, no more excuses and delays.
Having obfuscating letters sent from the AOC/JC Legal Services on your
behalves when provided with the latest AOC employee penal code violation in the eight
year debacle, does it negate your legal obligations to address AOC employee felonies,
Judge Jahr. Concealment of the felonies by Judicial Council members, a committee of
which you select the members to steward the direction of the California judicial branch,
is your responsibility to address, Chief Justice. If you are going to provide legal services
to the JC/AOC heads, Ms. Roberts and Justice Kaufmann, then advise that they act to
stop felonies by JC members, other court officers and their AOC employee – not
obfuscate by directing me off on a wild goose chase via an insulting form letter.
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37[35]07/18/08 Deposition testimony of Bruce J. Kelman in Kelman & GlobalTox v.
Kramer stating the CLP paid him and Mr. Hardin to write the ILR’s “Scientific View” to
target market to judges. http://freepdfhosting.com/cfe9bff790.pdf
38[36] 2010 ACHEMMIC letter to Regents of University of California RE:
Constitutional Violation of UC imprimatur on US Chamber ILR/CLP’s Mold Position
Statement and used in court. http://freepdfhosting.com/e88548fd20.pdf

This must stop by acts of your hands. The last thing I would want to do as a sole
U.S. citizen is have to sue the powerful Chief Justice of California, Director of the
Offices of the Courts, and the JC/AOC Legal Services Department/Committee Chair for
conspiring to defraud the United States public. If you all do not rectify this massive and
ever-damage mounting problem yourselves, I will have no choice but to sue you for the
public good; and all I must do is provide the irrefutable evidence of the 2008 Void
Judgment, to prove the mass fraud.
I would prefer that you take this matter as an opportunity, yourselves, to timely
clean up some inherited severe ethics problems occurring under your watch of the courts.
Everyday that you obfuscate addressing the AOC employee falsification of material court
documents is another day that someone, somewhere, is being harmed by Mr. Hardin’s
and Mr. Kelman’s bogus, naysaying science remaining in some U.S. policies, courts,
medical schools, medical practices and claims handling, cost shifting practices. It is
another day that you, personally, are causing the circle of deceit to grow, adverse to your
peers’ and subordinates’ best interest. Example: Now the Hon. Ira Kaufman and Mary
Roberts, Esq. will have proven unclean hands should the JC Chair and AOC Director
choose to continue to feign ignorance.
THE POINT IS THIS
Now that you have once again been shown the massive damage occurring by the
concealment of falsified AOC employee documents in SLAPP suits over a matter
impacting thousands of your fellow human beings:
Chief Justice Cantil-Sayauke, Judge Jahr, Justice Kaufman, and Counselor
Roberts: You will be unable to prove that Judicial Council (JC) members, court
officers and Administrative Offices of the Courts (AOC) supervisors did not commit
felony concealment of AOC employee falsified material court documents in
Strategic Litigation Against Public Participation; with the SLAPP suits being
initiated by federal contractors of the US DOJ, and their California counsel against
an advocate for truth in U.S. health marketing. Therefore under Penal Code 134, as
JC/AOC governors, it is your legal responsibilities to not also commit felonies by
concealment of your subordinates’ concealments; and to mitigate the damage to the
truth advocate and to the United States public for whom she advocates.
If there is anything you do not understand about what you must do to stop the
public fleecing over the mold issue; and stop causing environmental disabilities, deaths
and cost-shifting via concealed AOC employee document falsifications in SLAPP
abetting the proliferation of Veritox’s scientific fraud that I first exposed in 2005; please
ask for my input. I would be more than happy to assist you – rather than have to sue you.
No amount of falsified documents in your courts can stop me from writing the truth
of this, and what those who work under you have done by criminal means to aid the
fleecing of the public to continue over the mold issue. And for my exposing a mass
marketed fraud in policy for the purpose of misleading U.S. courts; my husband and I
certainly do not deserve to be financially ruined to the point that we teeter on the verge of
losing our home; and me horrifically character assassinated, jailed, caused bodily harm,
and terrorized by criminal acts of those who are to protect the right to speak the truth

guaranteed to all U.S. citizens under the Constitution, and who work under your
supervision.
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If I have made any errors in this Notice of Intent to sue you, such as dates, typos,
etc, please let me know. I will correct them on the blogs of “ContemptOfCourtFor.Me”,
“Katys Exposure” and “Just Answer The Damn Question!” The blogs, where you can
click on the links of evidence in this letter, will all be live by no later than 10/20/13.
Good men and women who make mistakes of this magnitude, no longer make the
mistakes or they are no longer good men and women. If you are good men and women,
kindly let me know as soon as possible how you intend to rectify the damage and to bring
this matter to lawful resolution for the health and safety of the United States public; for
the promotion of future integrity in the California judicial branch and its Administrative
Offices of the Courts; and for the protection of the Constitutional right to speak the truth
in America. The fleeced taxpayer; the environmentally disabled; and my devastated
husband and I would sincerely appreciate your prompt, earnest attention to this gravely
serious matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Sharon Noonan Kramer
Attachment: Three page AOC Employee twice ante-dated 2008 Void Judgment from
Kelman & GlobalTox v. Kramer Case No. GIN044539, submitted in November 2010 by
Mr. Kelman and Mr. Scheuer as the sole foundational document to Kelman v. Kramer
Case No. 37-2010-00061530-CU-DF-NC (take special note of page 3); And the
contradictory yet also fraudulent AOC employee issue 12/31/08 Abstract of Judgment &
1/20/09 fraudulent Lien, also recorded by the same Mr. Kelman and Mr. Scheuer.
CC via Mail/Email/Fax (see websites for how they are being delivered by no later than
October 20, 2013)
1. Elaine Howle --CA State Auditor, Bureau of State Audit (BSA)
2. CA Senator Mark Wyland --my state Senator aware of the problem, requested to order
a BSA audit
3. US Senator Dianne Feinstein (CA) – my federal Senator and well aware of the problem
4. US Senator Barabara Boxer (CA) – my federal Senator and aware of the problem since
2005
5. Keith Scheuer -- Counsel for Bruce Kelman, Bryan Hardin and Veritox, Inc. in SLAPP
6. -11. VeriTox, Inc. owners- Bruce Kelman, Bryan Hardin, Coreen Robbins, Loni
Swenson, Robert Schreibe and Robert Clark
12. Andrew Saxon -- UCLA physician (Name forged as co-authoring US Chamber ILR’s
“Scientific View of the Health Effects of Mold” Had he co-authored it, UC Regents
would have been paid for his work)

13. Lawrence Mone -- President Manhattan Institute CLP (signed the checks to Veritox
for the CLP/ILR’s “Scientific View of the Health Effects of Mold” with UC physician
stated co-authorship; but no check to him.
14. Lisa Rickard -- US Chamber ILR President since March 2003, speaker along with
Mr. Hardin, July 17, 2003
15. US Congressman Gary Miller (CA) -- only member of the “Congressional Mold
Workgroup” & Chamber’s keynote speaker, July 17, 2003 “The Growing Hazard of
Mold Litigation” (aware since 2005, it is problem)
16. Justice Richard Huffman -- Fourth District Division One Appellate Court & former
Chair of JC Exec Com
17. Justice Judith McConnell -- Presiding Justice Fourth District Division One Appellate
Court & former Chairwoman of the Commission on Judicial Performance
18. Justice Douglas Miller -- current Chair of the Executive Committee of the California
Judicial Council
19. Justice Patricia Benke -- Fourth District Division One Appellate Court
20. Justice Cynthia Aaron -- Fourth District Division One Appellate Court
21. Jusitce Alex MacDonald -- Fourth District Division One Appellate Court
22. Justice Joan Irion -- Fourth District Division One Appellate Court
23. Kevin Lane -- AOC employee & Clerk of Fourth District Division One Appellate
Court
24. Rita Rodriques -- AOC employee, Deputy Clerk of 4th 1st who issued the fraudulent
2010 Remittitur
25. Scott Busskohl -- -- AOC employee, Deputy Clerk of 4th 1st who issued the fraudulent
2013 Remittitur
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26. Robert Trentacosta-- Presiding Judge San Diego Superior Court
27. Kevin Enright-- former Presiding Judge San Diego Superior Court
28.- 34. San Diego Superior Court Judges -- Michael Orfield (retired), Lisa Schall, Joel
Pressman, William Dato, Thomas Nugent, Robert Dahlquist & Earl Maas III (concealed
plaintiff counsel perjury, AOC false docs)
35. Michael Roddy,--AOC employee and CEO San Diego Superior Court (concealer of
false documents)
36. – 39. Michael Garland, L. San Nichols, Cheryl Karini, and Jay Browder --AOC
employee Deputy Clerks of San Diego Superior Court (falsified material court
documents and CCMS ROA entries.)
40. Lawrence Simms -- Chair of the CJP (well aware of the problem and that no one has
been punished)
41. Karen Clay -- Counsel CJP (well aware of the problem and that no one has been
punished)
42. Jerry Brown --CA Governor and Regent UC (well aware of the problem including
cost shifting onto SSDI)
43. Janet Napolitano --President of the University of CA, former Director of Homeland
Security

44. Richard Blum – UC Regent and husband of US Senator Dianne Feinstein
45. Mary MacDonald, Esq. -- Regent’s Counsel on UC name usage (aware of UC name
misuse since 2010)
46. CA Senator Noreen Evans (Judicial Council member made aware of the problem
since 9/11/11)
47. CA Assemblyman Mike Feuer (former Judicial Council member made aware of the
problem since 9/11/11 )
48. CA Attorney General Kamala Harris (no response ever received to direct evidence of
fraud)
49. San Diego District Attorney Bonnie Dumanis (recipient of approx $5M annually from
FAC, false billboard advertiser & concealer of mass workers comp insurer fraud by
hands of her supporters in the local courts)
50. Deputy District Attorney Sherry Thompson (knows of the cyberstalking by “the
Courthouse gang”)
51. Deputy District Attorney James Koerber (knows of Mr. Kelman’s perjury to
manufacture malice in SLAPP)
52. Bill Gore -- San Diego Sheriff (the Sheriff Department claims that all people jailed in
San Diego county for alleged civil contempt receive a false criminal record under Penal
Code 166, just like I did)
53. Deborah Duncan -- San Diego Sheriff Records Supervisor (noticed the FBI with two
false records)
54. James Coker, San Diego Public Defender (knows of public defender acting w/o being
retained counsel)
55. Tracey Sang, Esq. Public Defender (Never retained counsel in the civil matter, yet
suggested a P.C.1368)
56. Barack Obama -- President of the United States (made well aware of the problem of
mass discrimination of US environmentally disabled and cost shifting onto SSDI via
mass willful blindness to mass collusion w/federal contractors, Veritox, Inc., etal –
Knows the retaliation I have experienced for blowing the whistle)
57. Eric Holder—US Attorney General (mute client of Veritox, Inc.)
58. Mike Rod -- FBI under the USDOJ, Carlsbad, CA, (has docs of the defrauding, false
records, perjury, etc)
59. Carol Lerner--U.S. Office of Special Counsel
60. Gene L. Dodaro--Comptroller Federal GAO (knows of problem caused by audit
deletion)
61. Kathleen Sebilius -- Secretary DHHS (knows of the problem w/Veritox and industry
lobbyists)
62. Dr. Francis Collins --Director, NIH (knows of recent attacks on honest federal
employees by industry lobbyists and legislators for promotion of accurate
toxicology/carcinogen risk assessments)
63. Dr. David Michaels,--Director of OSHA (informed an OSHA publication was altered
to hide fraud via SLAPP)
64. Dr. Michael Hodson--Medical Director of OSHA (knows Veritox’s extrapolations
cannot be used as proof)

65. Dr. Linda Birnbaum--Director of NIEHS/NTP (knows Veritox’s extrapolations
cannot be used as proof)
66. Phillip Jahlbert--Director EPA/CIAQ (knows Veritox’s extrapolations cannot be used
as proof)
67. US Senator Tom Coburn (OK) Ranking Member Investigations Comm (understands
SSDI cost-shifting)
68. US Senator Tom Harkin (IA) Chair Senate HELP Committee (made aware of the
problem)
69. US Senator Lamar Alexander (TN) Ranking member HELP Committee (made aware
of the problem)
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70.-90. The 21 U.S. Senate members of Heath, Education, Labor & Pension (HELP)
(made aware of the problem)
Barbara A. Mikulski (MD)
Patty Murray (WA)
Bernard Sanders (I) (VT)
Robert P. Casey, Jr. (PA)
Kay R. Hagan (NC)
Al Franken (MN)
Michael F. Bennet (CO)
Sheldon Whitehouse (RI)
Tammy Baldwin (WI)
Chris S. Murphy (CT)
Elizabeth Warren (MA)
Lamar Alexander (TN)
Michael B. Enzi (WY)
Richard Burr (NC)
Johnny Isakson (GA)
Rand Paul (KY)
Orrin G. Hatch (UT)
Pat Roberts (KS)
Lisa Murkowski (AK)
Mark Kirk (IL)
Tim Scott (SC)

91. US Congressman Darryl Issa (Vista, CA) Chair Gov’t Oversight (well aware of the
problem)
92. US Congressman Henry Waxman (CA, district UCLA ) Former Chair Gov’t
Oversight (well aware of problem)
93. US Congressman John Conyers (MI) Ranking Member House Judiciary Comm (well
aware of the problem)
94. Dr. David Bowen, former Chief of Staff of Dem Senate HELP (knows of the problem
& deletion from audit)
95. Dr. David Noll, my former liaison at Dem Senate HELP (knows of the problem &
deletion from audit)
96. Dr. Margaret Linak, Health Policy Officer, Majority Senate HELP (knows of the
problem, deletion & Ca courts)
97. Eric Haren, Esq, Counsel Senate Judiciary Comm for Senator Feinstein (knows of the
problem, CA courts)
98. Grant Cope, Esq. Majority Senior Counsel, Senate Environment & Public Works
(EPW) for Senator Boxer (knows of the problem and Ca courts’ involvement)
99. Betina Poirier, Esq. Majority Staff Director EPW, Chaired by Senator Boxer (knows
of problem since 2005)
All total, 103 past and present government employees, lobbyists and federal
contractors along with Veritox’s SLAPP counsel, Mr. Keith Scheuer, are receiving a
copy of this letter. Given the magnitude of the fraud I am accusing has been aided to
continue by criminal acts in California Strategic Litigation Against Public Participation;
if it existed, surely no less than one of you could provide or cause to be provided refuting,
direct evidence that the 2008 Judgment, 2008 Abstract of Judgment and 2010 Remittitur
from the SLAPP suit of Kelman & GlobalTox v. Kramer Case No. GIN044530/D054496
in the San Diego Superior and Appellate courts are valid legal documents that have been
lawfully used by officers of the California judicial system – in the face of my direct
evidence that they are not valid and are being used to fleece the U.S. public. My direct
evidence establishes they were used by federal contractors, Veritox; their attorney, Mr.
Scheuer; and California court officers to harass me to defraud the public over the mold
issue and environmental disabilities.
This, with numerous judiciaries having no subject matter jurisdiction, and thus no
judicial immunity for defrauding the United States public via malicious litigation
instigated by toxic tort defense witnesses for the United States Department of Justice,
owners of Veritox; and AOC employees never having immunity for document
falsifications.
If it existed, surely one of you could provide refuting evidence proving that
federal contractors, Mr. Kelman and Mr. Hardin of Veritox, Inc., did not accept a bribe
from the Manhattan Institute CLP think-tank in 2003 to forge UCLA physician coauthorship on the influential U.S. Chamber ILR’s scientifically bogus “A Scientific View
of the Health Effects of Mold”. – in the face of my direct evidence that this did indeed
occur; and that the UC Regents have permitted the UC name to misused in mold
litigation in political and sectarian violation of Article IX of the California Constitution.

This, while aiding and abetting insurers to cost shift for environmental disability
and death; and while leaving the sick and dying nowhere to turn for informed medical
help by the practice of educating US physicians with false science. It should be noted that
the Regents have received funding from the CDC/NIOSH to teach the scientific fraud of
Veritox to UC physicians; and have generated income when these misinformed
physicians serve as expert witnesses for the defense in mold litigations while parroting
the scientific fraud of Veritox.
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If not able to provide (impossible) refuting evidence, surely not less than one of
you could cause the Chief Justice of California, Tani Cantil-Sayauke; and Director of the
Administrative Offices of the Courts, Judge Jahr, to stop the continuing damage to the
U.S. public and to me, via their admission of concealment of AOC employee falsified
court documents in SLAPP. In reality, they only have to admit the falsification of one
legal document to stop Veritox’s massive fleecing of the public. The 2008 Void
Judgment from Bruce J. Kelman and GlobalTox, Inc. v. Sharon Kramer Case No.
GIN044539, North San Diego Superior Court, Department 31, the Hon. Lisa Schall
presiding. In multiple violations of Penal Code 134, it was ante-dated twice by her clerk,
AOC employee Michael Garland, and continued to be used by numerous court officers,
the plaintiffs/US DOJ expert defense witnesses Veritox & Bruce J. Kelman, and their
“legal” counsel Mr. Keith Scheuer to harass a United States whistleblower – without
courts having subject matter jurisdiction.
Should no one in government from California to Washington DC choose to act to
shut down this fraud while U.S. citizens are losing everything, some are being disabled
and some are dying; this letter is to serve as notice of intent to sue the Chair of the
Judicial Council Tani Cantil-Sayauke; the Administrative Director of the Courts Stephen
Jahr; Judicial Council/Administrative Offices Chief Legal Counsel Mary Roberts; and
Chair of the Judicial Council and Administrative Offices of the Courts Committee on
Litigation Management, Ira Kaufmann; et.al. I will be forced to file a David & Goliath
federal suit for obstruction of justice, concealment of evidence and conspiring to defraud
-- if no government employee does their elected, appointed or hired job.
NO ONE is above the law. SOMEONE needs to explain to the United States public
and to my husband and me, why I was able to be so horrifically targeted for telling the
truth of a massive fraud in America; with the matter sinking to new unconstitutional lows
of felony concealment of legal document falsifications by judicial branch employees and
federal contractors; along with why I was able to be falsely imprisoned in the USA,
coram non judice, for refusing to be coerced into perjury – long after I first exposed the
fraudulent health marketing scheme and its proliferation of the deadly scientific fraud, to
U.S. Senators. This letter serves as just the tip of the iceberg of what I can prove of
collusion to defraud the Unites States public by falsely claimed proof of lack of biotoxin
poisonings occurring, via the use of scientific fraud in policy and courts.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws that govern the State of California
and the United States that the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge.
This NOTICE OF INTENT TO FILE FEDERAL LAWSUIT, if government employees
do not move to protect U.S. citizens from scientific fraud in U.S. policies and courts
abetted by the compromised in the California legal system, is executed by me on October
12, 2013 in Escondido, California.
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